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ABSTRACT 
A silicon compiler translates a functional specification of an integrated circuit into a layout. The highest 

level of a silicon compiler is often called the structural or architectural synthesis. In the approach of the 

Eindhoven University of Technology the structural synthesis process consists of translating the functional 

specification into a datapath and a controller. In an intermediate step a demand graph is created that 

represents the desired behaviour. The graph nodes must be scheduled and allocated before a datapath and 

controller can be extracted. 

This report describes a force directed scheduler for demand graph sections. The scheduler is a part of the 

Eindhoven Architectural SYnthesis (EASY) package for the structural synthesis of the silicom compiler. 

The developed scheduler performs scheduling of demand graph sections without loops or procedures in a 

global fashion and has an order of 0 (n 2 ) • The algorithm allows designer interaction to guide the 

scheduling by setting parameters or can run fully automatic. The iterative force directed scheduling 

algorithm attempts to balance the distribution of operations that make use of the same hardware resources. 

The scheduler incorporates pipelined graph sections, multicycled operations, mutual exclusive operations, 

pipelined modules and fixed mappings of operations on modules. 

The described algorithms are implemented in Common Lisp and can schedule a graph section of about 50 
operations within a minute on an Apollo Domain workstation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the Design Automation Section of the Eindhoven University of Technology, tools are developed for the 
design of intergrated circuits. One of the current projects, ESPRIT-991, is done in order of the European 
Community and concerns the development of a silicon compiler. Silicon compilation means compiling a 
high level IC specification into a Iayout. A detailed description of the silicon compiler can be found in 
[Stok86] or in [Jess87]. 

In figure 1.1 a global view of the silicon compiler is given. The highest level of a silicon compiler is 
often called the structural synthesis phase. The functioMl specification is a description of the behaviour of 
the desired intergrated circuit in a Pascal or C like Ianguage. EDGAR (Eindhoven Demand GrAph 
constructoR) translates this specification toa demand graph. A demand graph is a kind of combined data 
and control ftow graph. The actual structural synthesis is carried out by EASY (Eindhoven Architectural 
SYnthesis). EASY translates the demand graph into a datapath and a controller. A datapath is a global 
network of a number of standard library modules (adders, multipliers, alu, logic operators), which 
implements the desired behaviour. The datapath is directed by a state machine (a controller). The symbolic 
state machine, produced by EASY, is a finite state machine that is coded with symbols. The translation of a 
demand graph into a datapath and controller is done by scheduling the graph nodes into machine cycles and 
mapping them on modules (allocation). 

The symbolic state machine is coded by ESKISS into a fini te state machine and implemenled using the 
EUCLID package [Theeuw87] in the logic synthesis phase. The resulting network description of the 
controller and the data path are then passed to the layout generation phase. At this moment two layout 
systems are available: one for full custom Iayouts [Ginnek87] and one for semi custom layouts (Gate 
Array, Sea of Gates)[Jess86]. 

This graduation report describes the scheduling of demand graph nodes. The structural synthesis is 
reviewed in more detail in chapter 2, together with the demand graph constructed by EDGAR and the 
library used by EASY. The force directed scheduling algorithm in its elementary form is described in 
chapter 3. Extensions of the scheduler, like multicycling and pipelining, are introduced in chapter 4. The 
algorithms are explained in a readable pseudo programming language. Two examples, of which one is 
used throughout this report to visualize some scheduling aspects, are presenled in chapter 6. The second 
example is a fifth order wave digital filter that was a benchmark on the "AMC/IEEE Workshop on High 
Level Synthesis" in 1988. The conclusions that are drawn from the examples and some areasof interest for 
future research are discussed in chapter 7. Appendix A contains a description of the Lisp data structure 
used by the scheduler. The library modules, used for the scheduler examples, are described in appendix B. 
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2. STRUCTURAL SYNTHESIS 
A more detailed view of the structural synlhesis is given in figure 2.1. Besides the high level algorilhmic 
description of the intergrated circuit constraints can be given. Constraints could be the power 
consumption, available area, pin configurations, timing, used technology etc. 

EDGAR 

EASY 

description 

high level 
language 

state 
machine 

Figure 2.1. Overview of the structural synthesis. 

An example of a functional specificatien is given in figure 2.2. The example steams from [Tseng86]. It will 
be used to illustrate the steps of the structural synthesis. A parser is used to convert the functional 
specificatien into an abstract syntax uee, from which the demand graph is constructed. This step allows the 
demand graph constructor to be independent of the used description language. The demand graph is 
described in paragraph 2.1. The demand graph oplimiser uses 'standard' compiler techniques to convert the 
graph into a functionally equivalent graph. Optimisations examples are removing dead code, redundant 
expressions or the unrolling of loops. A loop in a graph, for which it is known how aften it is traversed, can 
be unrolled. When a loop is unrolled the scheduler can produce a better schedule because more information 
is available. The optimised graph wilt result in a more efficient graph description or a graph that can be 

better implemented. 
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shortint vl,v2,v3,v4,v5,v6,v7,v8,v9,vl0, 

vll,vl2,vl3,vl4,vl5; 

read (vlO, v6, v4, v2, vl); 

v3 := vl + v2; 

v5 := v3- v4; 

v7 := v3 "'v6; 

v8 := v3 + v5; 

v9 := vl + v7; 

vll :=vlO I v5; 

v12 := 100; 

v13 := v3; 

v12 := vl; 

v14 := vll and v8; 

v15 := v12 or v9; 

vl := v14; 

v2 := v15; 

write (vl, v2); 

} 

Figure 2.2. Algorithmic specification of the Tseng example. 

The hardware generator perfonns three main tasles during the implementation of a demand graph: 

1) Scheduling of demand graphnodes into machine cycles. 

2) Allocation of nodes and arcs onto library modules and registers. 

3) Extraction of a datapath and controller description. 

2.1 DEMAND GRAPH 

The demand graph 1 represems both data flow and control flow of a system. Nodes in the demand graph 

represent operations on data; arcs represent the direction in which data ftows. An example of a demand 

graph is given in tigure 2.3. The variables vlo v2 , v4 , v6 and v10 are extemally provided to the system 

through an input pin. An input pin is represented as a get node in the demand graph. The results of the 

1. In its original fonn the demand graph arcs represent the demand of data, so they are directed against the data transfer. Since this 
appears to be confusing and the direction is not essential, the arcs are reversed here. 
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Figure 2.3. Example of a demand graph. 

computation are returned as values of variables v 16 and v 17 • These outputs are available on the output pins 

represented as put nodes in the demand graph. The graph gives also information about the relations 

between the operations. The and operation, represented as node 14, can not start until the results of 

operations represented as node 10 and 12 are valid. Two examples of optimizations of the demand graph 

can be found in tigure 2.3. Variabie v13 and and the statement v12 := 100 do not contribute to the outputs 

and are removed. 

The terms node and operation will be used freely without distinction. There is no distinction made 

between these two. When a node is not an operation a dummy operation is attached to it, with no time 

delay and a dummy module. This approach makes it simpte to handle all nodes which are not an operation. 

A demand graph can consist of loops and procedure calls which are handled special. A procedure can 

be called from more than one node. For some loops is not determined how often the loop is executed. 

Therefore the scheduler must be capable of scheduling sections of a graph. These sections may not contain 

loops or procedure calls. (The sections itself can be the body of a loop or procedure.) Branches of 

conditionat statements are still allowed to occur in the sections. The result of a scheduled graph sections 

are used for the scheduling of the whole graph. A preprocessor is used to create graph sections, if necessary 

and will provide the scheduler with a list of begin nodes and a list of end nodes of the graph section. All 

nodes between these two lists must be scheduled and no node bas an edge that points to a node outside the 

graph section except the nodes in the two lists. 
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2.2 LIBRARY 

The module library provides the synthesis process with infonnation on operations and modules and their 
relations. The modules in the library have a great influence on the synthesis. The library must be a carefut 
selected combination of modules (adders, multipliers, alu's,l/0 pons, etc) that can imptement the demand 
graph nodes. A large library will increase the computation time of the scheduler and allocator. A small 
library will perhaps not provide multifunctional modules and will therefore prevent the combination of 
operations in one module. 

In a good library some modules execute only one operation and others can execute several operations 
(e.g. an alu). To cope with the probability that an operation can be implemented by several modules 
operadon type sets are introduced. An operation type set is the set of operations which can be 
implemented by a single module. So for each module there is an operation type set. The collection of 
operation type sets is build from the operation aspects of the modules in the library. A preferenee factor 
PF (op,opts) is defined for each operation betonging to an operation type set that contains the weight that 
the operation type set (module) is chosen to imptement the operation. The preferenee factor can be 
determined from the dissipation and area oost of a module. The cost is normalized to 1 for the module with 
the smallest area and dissipation cost 

C(opts) = c1 • area(opts) + c2 • diss(opts) (2.1) 

where: 

-area (opts ): the area of the module represented by opts 

- diss(opts): the dissipation ofthe module represented by opts 

- c I> c 2: constant used to influence the relative weight of the area and dissipation in the cost. 

This cost function leads to the following definition of the preferenee factor. 

1 
PF(op,opts) = -----'------

C(opts) • l: 1 
) 

opts, I op e opu, C (optsi 

(2.2) 

Two weights, PF (op,opts) and C (opts), are now available to influence the scheduler to get the best 
distribution of expensive modules and to favour the use of cheap modules. Each operation type set is a set 
containing the module type, its cost, a set of operations and the corresponding preferenee factors and its 
time delay. 

2.3 SYNTHESIS 

The goal of the structural synthesis is to translate a demand graph into a datapath and a controller that 
manages the datapath. The controller is a finite state machine, which has a distinct number of states. Every 
clock cycle the machine wiJl enter a new state, depending on the old state and the control signals from the 
datapath and wiJl generate new control signals for the modules, registers and multiplexers in the datapath. 
A demand graph is divided in a number of timeslots and in each timeslot some modules execute operations. 
The number of cycles and the used modules depend strongly on constraints given in the circuit 
specification. It is obvious that there is a tradeoff between speed and area- and dissipation oost in the 
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implemented design. In tigure 2.4 an example is given of an implementation of the demand graph in tigure 
2.3. The controller is not shown because at this state it is a symbolic state machine which can be viewed as 
a black box, that bas some control signals from and to the datapath. 

Y10 

Y6 

Figure 2.4. Example of a datapath. 

Demand graph nodes are mapped onto library modules. The arcs are mapped onto interconnection nets 
between modules and/or register modules. A register is used each time the adjacent operations of an are are 
assigned to different machine cycles. Some of the operations in the graph are implemenled by a single 
module (and. or), other are combined in one module ( • , /). 

2.3.1 Scheduling 

The scheduler must assign cycles to the demand graph nodes. Each cycle a number of operations are 
active. Similar operations, which are active in distinct cycles, can perhaps be implemenled by the same 
module. A multiplexer must be used with this module to select the correct inputs (the operation). A 
multiplexer adds additional cost to the use of a module. A ttadeoff must be made between using one 
module and a multiplexer or more modules. Depending on the constraints given with the specification of 
the circuit the cycle time is set The scheduling is ultimately important for the result of the allocation. A 
schedule should determined which allows the allocator to find the best allocation of the operations and 
varia bles. 
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2.3.2 Allocation 

The allocation can be divided in three parts: 

- V ariabie allocation 
- Operatien allocation 
- Network allocation 

The allocator must select a module for each eperation in the graph. Similar operations in different cycles 
can be implemented by the same module but will than require multiplexers to select the correct inputs. The 
allocator must decide when to use different modules or combine operations with the cast of an extra 
multiplexer. A variable, which must be stored, is a graph edge which crosses the boundary of a clock 
cycle. Registers are used to store variables. The allocator must determine, when a variabie must be stored, 
if there is a register available in which the variabie can be saved. This decision also depends on the 
network between the modules and registers. 

2.3.3 Extraction 

The final step in the synthesis procedure is to extract a datapath description and controller description. The 
extraction does not influence the architecture of the design and is not a synthesis step but an post 
processing of the result of the scheduler and allocator. 
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3. SCHEDULING 
3.1 REQUIREMENTS 

The main task of the scheduler is to divide the operations in a demand graph section into timeslots and 
reduce the concurrency of simultaneously active operations which use the same modules. A timeslot is a 
period of time between two state transitions of the controller. The following demands are set up for the 
scheduler. Each of them is discussed below. 

- Maximum number of cycles 

- Cycle time 

- Pipelining 

- Pipelined modules 

- Multicycling 

- Chaining 

- Fixed module mappings 

Maximum number of cycles 
The cycle time, with the modules and graph structure, determines a minimum number of cycles a graph 
section needs to execute. The scheduler must accept any number of cycles when this is specified or else use 
the lower bound. 

Cycletime 
The cycle time of the finite state controller must be an input parameter. 

Pipelining 
A pipelined graph is a graph that is initiated repeatedly aftera number of clock cycles. This can be the case 
for designs that preform computations continuously. Por the scheduler it will result in nodesin different 
timeslots that are active simultaneously. 

Pipelined modules 
Modules that can start the execution of a new operation while a previous operation is still executed are 
called pipelined modules. The scheduler must allow these modules and take advantage of their capabilities. 

Multicycling and Chaining 
Depending on the cycle time some operations can be executed in one timeslot while others need more 
timeslots to finish execution. Multicycling means that the execution of an operation may last longer than 
the cycle time. An operation will then be executed in more than one cycle. Allowing multicycling enables 
the choice of cycle time smaller than the delay of the slowest module. The opposite occurs when the 
operation delay is much smaller than the cycle time. Chaining of operations means the execution of several 
operations in sequence in one cycle. Operations may be chained if the sum of their operation delays does 
not exceed the cycle time. In figure 3.1 an example of both chaining and multicycling is given. The 
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Figure 3.1. Example of a) Multicycling and b) Chaining. 

multiplier module needs 80 ns to finish execution and wiU require 2 cycles when the cycle time is 50 ns. 
During this computation two other (40 ns delay) operations are executed. With a cycle time of 100 ns the 
subtraction and addition can be executed sequentia! in one cycle parallel with the multiplier, which can 
now execute its computation in one cycle 

Fixed module mappings 
Depending on the used library an operation can be implemented by different modules. The scheduler must 
accept a predefined module for each operation. This option can perhaps be useful in guiding the scheduler 
during several scheduling jobs to determine an optimal schedule. 

3.2 REURISTIC 

The scheduling of non unit execution time tasles on a unknown number of processors is a NP-complete 
problem. The salution of a NP-complete problems can not be computed in polynomial time. In other 
terms: the order of an algorithm to solve a problem is nota polynomial function of the input variables. The 
scheduling problem described in this report corresponds with the scheduling of non unit execution time 
tasles on a number of processors. The tasles are the operations and the processors are the library modules. 

The scheduling of a graph section must be done in a reasonable time. A designer must have the 
possibility to explore the design space, run the scheduler with several different options, to find the best 
solution, within an acceptable time. The order of the developed algorithms must be low to assure that the 
computation time wiU not increase too heavily when the graph sections increase. The chosen heuristic is 
originally developed by P.G. Paulin [Paulin87] and extended with some new features to take an optimal 
advantage of hardware resources in the library. 

For the scheduler the following heuristic is chosen: determine a critical path, each operatien that is not 
on the critical path has a uniform probability to be scheduled somewhere in the possible timeslots. The 
probabilities of all operations are used to get a global idea of the concurrency of similar operations. The 
global concurrency is used to schedule one operation. The concurrency is determined again and the next 
operatien is scheduled. This step is repeated until all operations are scheduled. This heuristic results in an 
order 0 (n 2 ) where n is the number of nodes in the graph section. 
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3.3 ASAP AND ALAP SCHEDULE 

The fust schedule iliat can be made is an As Soon As Possible (ASAP) schedule. This means schedule a 
node in Ûle fust possible timeslot after all its predecessor nodes have finished execution. The graph section 
is traversed in a breadth fust manner starting from Ûle nodes which have no predecessors. For each node 
theASAP(op) is calculated using equation 3.1. 

ASAP (op) = 
0 

. ~~ { ASAP(op; ) + CD (op;)} 
p, 'Ppre 

(3.1) 

ASAP (op) = 0 if op pre = 0 

with: 

- OP pre ilie set of immediate predecessors of op. 

- CD (op): Ûle Cycle Delay for an operation is ilie number of cycles needed to execute operation op. 

The cycle delay of an operation is determined by Ûle maximum time delay of Ûle modules Ûlat can 
imptement Ûle operation, divided by ilie cycle time of Ûle controller. 

CD (o ) = max time delay(op) 
'P cycle time 

(3.2) 

The fixed cycle delay of each operation is a limitation of Ûle scheduler. lt can not schedule operations for 
which different cycle delays are possible. If an operation can be implemented by modules, which have a 
different time delay, a choice must be made if all modules are used (which results in Ûle largest time delay) 
or a subset. which can result in a smaller cycle delay. 

The essential structure of Ûle asap scheduling algoriilim is shown in tigure 3.2. The for each loop in 
ilie while statement takes care for ilie breaÛl first order in Ûle graph section. A node can be scheduled when 
all its predecessors are scheduled. This is checked by counting Ûle in-edges of each node, when all edges 
are passed ilie node can be scheduled. 

The asap schedule determines Ûle smallest execution time of Ûle graph section. The maximum number 
of cycles necessary to finish execution is used to determine an As Late As Possible (ALAP) schedule. This 
schedule places nodes in latest possible timeslot wiiliout exceeding Ûle maximum number of cycles 
determined by the ASAP schedule. An ALAP scheduling can be made by performing a breadth fust search 
starting from ilie nodes wiiliout successors of Ûle graph section using equation 3.3. The alap of an operation 
is Ûle timeslot in which Ûle operation must have finished executing and a successar can start execution. 

ALAP (op) =op; ~~P.ruc { ALAP(op; ) -CD (op; ) } (3.3) 

ALAP(op) = Max Cycles if OP.rw: = 0 

with: 

- op.rw: thesetof immediate successors of op. 
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local new-nodes 
node-list 
nodes-to-go ::=*begin-list* 

while nodes-to-go 
tor each node in nodes-to-go 

do 

ror 

set asap index 
when update-nr-in-edges (successor-node) 
do 

od 

put node in new-nodes 
od 

nodes-to-go ::= new-nodes 
new-nodes ::= nil 

Figure 3.2. Algorithrn for asap scheduling 

The asap/alap scheduling algorithrn allows a predefined asap and/or alap index for any node in the 
graph. If a predefined asap and/or alap schedule of a node prevents a correct schedule (for instanee when a 
node is scheduled before its predecessor) a message is send and the scheduling is aborted. It is possible that 
a predefined asap and alap schedule will result in a Jonger critica! path (=a longer execution time) of the 
graph section. 

When the ALAP and ASAP for an operation are known the Execution Interval for operation op can be 
defined as: 

El(op) = ALAP(op) -ASAP(op) (3.4) 

The operadons for which their execution interval El (op) is equal to their cycle delay CD (op) are on the 
critical path. These operations are fixed in the tirneslots between there ALAP (op) and ASAP (op). All other 
operations can be shifted in their execution interval. 

When a graph section is scheduled with the minimum nurnber of cycles the freedorn of the operations 
is minima!. To decrease the concurrency of similar operations for each tirneslot the nurnber of cycles can 
be increased. This will increase the execution interval of each operation and thus result in a larger nurnber 
of possible schedules. Increasing the nurnber of cycles of a graph section increases the execution time but 
can reduce the nurnber of modules necessary to irnplernent the graph. It is a tradeoff between execution 
time and area a designer has to make. 

Another option is to fix the nodes in the begin nodes list in first tirneslot interval and the nodes in the 
end list in the last possible tirneslot interval. These nodes are the start and end nodes of a graph section. 
When they are entry and exit nodes of a loop it is convenient that they can be scheduled in the sarne 
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timeslots because the loop wiU then start and end in one timeslot 

The result of an asap alap schedule of the Tseng example is given in table 3.1. The get nodes are fixed 
in the fust timeslot, the put nodes in the last timeslot The graph is scheduled in 7 cycles inslead of the 
minimum (6) to prevent that all nodes are on the critica! path (in which case all nodes are implicitly 
scheduled). The cycle time is 104 ns and all operations are executed in one cycle. The library modules on 
which the operations can be implemenled are described in appendix B. 

TABLE 3.1. Asap and alap schedule of Tseng. 

node operation asap alap 

DmgNode-2 GET 0 1 
DmgNode-3 GET 0 1 
DmgNode-4 GET 0 1 
DmgNode-5 GET 0 1 
DmgNode-6 GET 0 1 
DmgNode-7 + 1 3 
DmgNode-8 - 2 4 
DmgNode-9 • 2 4 
DmgNode-10 + 3 5 
DmgNode-11 + 3 5 
DmgNode-12 I 3 5 
DmgNode-14 AND 4 6 
DmgNode-15 OR 4 6 
DmgNode-16 PUf 6 7 
DmgNode-17 PUf 6 7 

3.4 PROBABILITY OF TIMESLOT OCCUPA TION 

The probability that a node is scheduled in a timeslot somewhere in its execution interval is assumed to be 
uniformly distributed over each timeslot in this interval. This assumption is acceptable ü we look at each 
operation separately. A small probability also indicates a large freedom for an operation (= a large 
execution interval). Each probability will be used to get a global view of the overall concurrency of similar 
operations. P (op,i) is defined as the probability that an operation op will be scheduled in timeslot i. When 
multicycling is notallowed the probability is given by equation 3.5 

{

1/El(op) ASAP(op)Si <ALAP(op) 
P(op,i) = 0 i <ASAP(op) v i ~ALAP(op) (3.5) 

In figure 3.3 an exarnple of the probability of DmgNode-10 is given. The operation can be scheduled in 
two timeslots, so the probability that the operation is placed in one of the timeslotsis 0.5. 
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Pl-2 

PI-l 

TIMESLOT 3 4 

PROBABll..ll.. TY 0.5 0.5 

Figure 3.3. Timeslot occupation for DmgNode-10 

3.5 DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 

The probability that an operatien is scheduled somewhere in its execution interval can be used to determine 
the expected concurrency of similar operations. For each operatien type set a Distribution Function 
DF (opts,t) is defined. DF (opts,t) is the value of the distribution function of eperation type set opts in 
timeslot t . A distribution function for an operation type is defined as the sum over the probabilities of all 
operations that belong to the operation type set When an operation can be implemenled by different 
modules the preferenee factor PF (op,opts) ( described in paragraph 2.3) is used to determine the 
probability that the eperation is implemenled by a module. The contribution of the probabilities to the 
distribution functions is multiplied with the preferenee factors of the operation type sets to which the 
operation belongs. The distri bution function is multiplied with the costof the module to increase the chance 
that the expensive modules are scheduled first. 

DF(opts,i) = C(opts) * L PF(op,opts) * P(op,i) 
(op E opts) 

(3.6) 

In figure 3.4 two examples are presenled of the distribution functions of the ripple adder and multiplier 
module, determined from the asap and alap schedule in figure 3.3. The preferenee factor of both operations 
is I. The sum oftheDF(+) must be 3 because there are three + operations with a cycle delay of I. For the 
clarity of the example the values of the distribution functions are not yet multiplied with the cost of the 
modules. 

To assure that the distribution functions are a reasonable measure for the concurrency of each 
operation type set the number of operation type sets for an operation type must be limit.ed. When the 
probability P (op,i) of an operation is scattered over, for example 7 distribution functions the distinct 
contribution of the probability to a distribution function will be lost. When this occurs the distribution 
functions will have a uniform value for all timeslots. The scheduler will than attempt to distribute all 
operations over the available timeslots inst.ead of distributing over the operation types. 
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Figure 3.4. Distribution functions of the adder and multiplier. 

3.6 FORCE OF AN ATTEMPTED SCHEDULING 

8 

The distribution functions represent the expected concurrency of the modules. Scheduling an operation in a 
timeslot interval with low distribution values will reduce the overall concurrency. An operation with a large 
probability should be scheduled first because it bas little freedom. Fixing an operation in a timeslot can 
result in less freedom for the prede(suc)cessor operations. This results in the wish to schedule an operation 
with a large probability in a timeslot with a small distribution value. The force F(op,r) represents the 
influence of an attempted scheduling of the operation op in the timeslot r to the concurrency in the 
execution interval of the operation. 

F(op,r) = I: { I: DF(opts,.,i)}• !J.P(op,i,r) 
/lSAP(op) Si< AU.P(op) op e opts. 

(3.7) 

where: !J.P (op,i,r) is the change of the probability, that a timeslot i is occupied, given that operation op is 
fixed in timeslot r. 

{
+ P(op,i) 

!J.P (op,i,r) = p (op,i)- 1 
iE r 
ie r (3.8) 

When the distribution value in a timeslot is high, fixing an operation in that timeslot will give a negative 
force. Therefore the operation must be scheduled in a timeslot with a high force. For two operations that 
can be placed in the same timeslot range with the same distri bution function, the operation with the largest 
probability will have the largest force. In tabel 3.2 the forces are given of all nodes of the Tseng example 
that be calculated for each possible scheduling. The distribution functions of tigure 3.4 are multiplied with 
the costof the modules (Appendix B) before r.alculating the forces. 

The forces of the and and or are zero because the distribution values are equal in both timeslots. The 
forces of the I and • are much larger then of the - and + because of the cost of the module that implements 
the operations. For timeslots 2 and 4 their is an equal force for both the I and • operation. This results 
from the equal probabilities of both operations and their mutual distribution function. 

By multiplying the distribution functions with the cost of the modules the force of an operation 
increases linear with its cost. This will increase the probability that the modules, which are expensive, are 
selected first for scheduling. The expensive modules will then have the lowest concurrency. The costof a 
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TABLE 3.2. Forces of the attempted scheduling of Tseng 

Timeslots 
Node Operation 

1 2 3 4 5 

DmgNode-7 + 1.25 -1.25 
DmgNode-8 - 1.25 -1.25 
DmgNode-9 ... 22.75 -22.75 
DmgNode-10 + -1.25 1.25 
DmgNode-11 + -1.25 1.25 
DmgNode-12 I -22.75 22.75 
DmgNode-14 AND 0.0 0.0 
DmgNode-15 OR 0.0 0.0 

module is used to realise two effects. When an operation can be implemenled by more modules the 
preferenee factors, determined from the costof the modules, will favour the the cheapest module. 

3.7 SCHEDULING ALGORITHM 

The force defined in paragraph 3.6 can be used to select a node and a timeslot that is most suitable for 
scheduling. This idea leads to the following scheduling algorithm. 

Initialize operation type sets 

ASAP schedule 

ALAP schedule 

calculate Distribution Functions 

while (there are operations not scheduled) 

calculate all forces 

select and assign operation and timeslot with lowest force. 

updateASAP 

update ALAP 

update Distribution Functions 

The force is calculated for each unscheduled node and each possible timeslot interval. The algorithms for 
initialising the operation type sets, the asap and alap scheduling and the determination of the distribution 
functions are of order 0 (n ), with n the number of nodes in the graph section. Each node is passed once in 
these three algorithms. The while loop can be traversed n times maximally. All nodes are scheduled then. 
The forces of the attempted scheduling are also calculated for each not scheduled node. The updating of the 
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asap and alap schedule and the distribution function (discussed below) are of each of order O(n). The 
order of the main part will then be 0 (3n 2 ) • So the whole scheduling algorithm is of order 0 (3n 2 + 4n ). 

3.8 UPDATING OF ASAP ALAP SCHEDULE 

When an operadon is scheduled in a timeslot interval it will decrease the freedom of prede- and successar 
operations. The asap index must perhaps be updated for successor operations. These operations must now 
be scheduled as soon as the scheduled predecessor bas finished execution. The alap index of the successors 
does not have to be updated because their alap depends on their successors. The updated asap index of an 
operation can cause the need to update its successors to. A breath first order is used to update the asap 
index of the successors of a scheduled operation. The updating is stopped when the end of the graph 
section is reached or when the operadons do not need to be updated. 

local nodes-to-go ::=node 
new-nodes 
new-alap 

while nodes-to-go 
ror eacb node in nodes-to-go 

do 
new-alap ::= calc-new-alap 
il new-alap > alap 
tben alap ::= new-alap 

fi 

od 
ror 

if oot node in *begin-list* 
tben put node in new-nodes 

fi 

nodes-to-go ::= new-nodes 
new-nodes ::= nil 

Figure 3.5. Algorithm for alap updating. 

The same holds for the alap index of predecessors operations. The alap index only depends on the 
predecessors operations. A breath first search from the scheduled operation of the graph secdon is used to 
update the alap index of predecessor operations. The alap updating will stop as the begin of the graph 
secdon is reached or operations do not need updating, as mentioned before. 

In figure 3.5 the algorithm for updating the alap schedule is shown. The while loop takes care of the 
breath first order in updating the operations. Successors of an node are not added to the new-nodes list if 
the node is not updated or is a begin node. 
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3.9 UPDATING OF DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 

When the execution interval of an operation decreases, due to the updating of its asap or alap index, the 

probability that the operation is scheduled somewhere in its execution interval increases. To reflect this 

new situation the probabilities and the distributions functions of these operations must be updated. The old 

probabilities that where added to the distributions functions should be subtracted and the new probabilities 

added again. To subtract the old probabilities a list with the old asap and alap is preserved for each 

operation when its asap or alap is updated. The list indicates that the probabilities of this operation must be 

subtracted. The new probabilities are calculated and added to the distribution functions. 
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4. EXTENSIONS 
The scheduling algorithm described in chapter 3 is the simplest scheduling scheme and does not support all 

the requirements mentioned in paragraph 3.1. Extensions to the basic scheduling algorithm are discussed 

below. 

4.1 MUTUAL EXCLUSIVE OPERA TI ONS 

Operations which are pan of a conditionat statement (if, case) which will never be executed 

simultaneously, are said to be mutual exclusive. For instanee the then and the else of an ifstatement will 

never be executed both. Two similar operations that occur in both parts of a conditionat statement can 

perhaps be implemenled by the same module because only one operation wiU be executed. When 

conditionat statements are nested more operations can be mutual exclusive with each other. The mutual 

exclusive operations, which are scheduled in the sarne timeslot and have a mutual module, can be 

implemented by one module and a multiplexer to select the operation. The scheduler can take advantage of 

mutual exclusive operations that belong to the sarne operation type set. For mutual exclusive operations 

only the largest probability of the exclusive operations, for each timeslot, is added to the distribution 

functions of the mutual operadon type sets. For the global view it appears as if only one operation is 

present in this timeslot. In figure 4.1 an exarnple is given for two exclusive + operations. The probabilities 

of the operations are P(op~>l) = 1, P(op 3 ,2) = 1 and P(op 2.l) =P(op2 ,2) = 0.5 assuming that the 

operations between the dotted lines are scheduled in two timeslots. The distribution value for the adder in 

timeslot 1 is 1. When the operations are not mutual exclusive it would be 1.5. 

ripple-add 
0.5 

0 1 2 3 

TimeSlots 

Figure 4.1. Distribution function with mutual exclusive operadons 

A list of indices is made, for each mutual exclusive operation, with the indices of the distribution functions 

for each probability of the operation that is added to the distribution functions. The list is used to subtract 

these probabilities again with the updating of the distribution functions. Otherwise it would not be possible 

to determine which probabilities of muwal exclusive operations were added to the distribution functions. 

To determine if the new probabilities of an updated mutual exclusive operadon must be added to the 

distribution functions they are compared with the probabilities of the other muwal exclusive operations. 

When a other mutual exclusive operation must still be updated, its probability is calculated to determine 
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which probability must be added. lf an operation has a mutual exclusive operation which has a larger 

probability for a timeslot the process of determining which probability must be added can be stopped 

because the probability will not be added. 

4.2 MUL TICYCLING AND CHAINING 

The asap/alap scheduling algorithm of paragraph allows multicycling without an extension of the 

algorithm. A multicycled operation is not scheduled in a timeslot but in a timeslot interval. The interval is 

still denoted by the first timeslot in which the operation is scheduled. The probability that a timeslot is 

occupied changes a little when multicycling is allowed. In tigure 4.I a random example is given of an 

operation with cycle delay 3 and a execution interval of 5. The operation can be placed in three timeslot 

intervals. Timeslot I is occupied in one of the three placements thus P (op 2, I) = 0.33. Timeslot 3 is always 

occupied so P(op2,3) =I. Etc. 

Pl-3 

Pl-2 

I 
P~l 

3 4 5 

PROBABILIL TY 0.33 0.66 1.00 0.66 0.33 

Figure 4.2. Timeslot occupation for operation op2. 

Allowing multicycling changes equation 3.5 into equation 4.1. N (op,i) gives the number of assignments in 

which timeslot i is occupied. 

N (op,i) = min 

i -ASAP(op) + 1 
ALAP(op)-i +I 
CD(op) 

EI(op)-CD(op) +I 

ASAP (op) ~i < ALAP (op) 

N(op,i) = 0 i< ASAP(op) v i ~ALAP(op) 

(4.Ia) 

P( ') _ N(op,i) (4 Ib) 
op,l - ( EI(op)- CD(op) + 1) . 

Chaining of operations could be done by calculating if an operation would fit in the timeslot of its 

predecessors for the asap scheduling and in the timeslot of its successors for the alap scheduling. The great 

disadvantage of this approach is that it will increase the execution interval of the operations and when a 

operation is scheduled it can force prede- or successors operations to be chained. The enormous increase in 

possible schedules and the forced chaining of operations are the reason that chaining of operations is not 
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yet realised. An other approach to realise chaining is to post process the output of the scheduler to 

detennine if it is interesting to chain operations. In chapter 6 some more attention is paid to this idea. 

4.3 F1XED MODULE MAPPINGS 

A fixed module mapping for each operation can be realised by mapping the operation on one operation 

type set. The preferenee factor will than be 1. This option is used by setting a pointer to the desired 

operation type set (module) in the module field ofthe node-struct (Appendix A). An operation is mapped 

when this field is defined. Each operation can be mapped separately on a module. The eperation type sets 

of the operation are then ignored. 

4.4 PIPELINED ALGORITHMS 

Pipelining means initialising the demand graph after a number of cycles (called latency) for a new 

execution of the graph. The latency is smaller than the execution time of the graph. It is a common method 
for designing fast circuits, which continuously produce output (for example in d.igital filters). When a graph 

is pipelined several timeslots are active simultaneously. These timeslots mustbedealt with together. For 

n+ 1 timeslots, T 0 to T,. and a latency I the timeslots that are folded can be calculated using equation 4.3 . 

FTi is the set of timeslots that are folded. 

1~i~l (4.2) 

When a graph is pipelined there is no d.ifference between the folded timeslots for the scheduler. The 
distribution function can be modified to reftect the pipelined timeslots. lnstead of calculating the 

distribution value for each timeslot a value is calculated for each pipelined timeslot set. The length of the 

distribution function will then be equal to the latency. For the global view the n + 1 timeslots are reduced 

to I timeslots. 

MDF (opts,FTi) = L DF (opts,T; ) 
T, e FT1 

(4.3) 

No multicycled operation may take more than I cycles to execute because after I cycles it must start a new 

execution. Given a timeslot x and a latency I the timeslot set to wbicb x belongs is determined by: 

O~x~n (4.4) 

Equation 4.4 is used as an index function wben the distribution function is addressed. When a graph is 

pipelined the function replaces the timeslot index with the index for the pipelined timeslots set. otherwise it 
returns the normal index. This simpte index function can dealwithall pipelined graphs and every latency. 

In figure 4.3 an example is given of the effect of the index function. The value at index i corresponds with 

timeslot set i. With a latency of 3 there are 3 pipelined timeslots sets. The new distribution value at index 2 

is the sum of the d.istribution value in timeslots 2, 5 and 8. 
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1 

ripple-add multiplier 
0.5 

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

TimeSlots TimeSlots 

Figure 4.3. Example of distri bution functions with latency 2 

4.5 PIPELINED MODULES 

Pipelined modules are modules which take a number of cycles to execute but can start a new execution of 

an operation a fixed number of cycles later (called module latency). The latency is smaller than the cycle 

time of the operation. In figure 4.4 a module has a cycle delay of 4 cycles with a latency of 2 cycles. This 

module can imptement two operations in 6 cycles, instead of 8 cycles when the module can not be 

pipelined. 

OP-2 

a) Pipelined 
OP-1 

b) Not Pipelined 
OP-2 

OP-1 

Figure 4.4. The effect of a pipelined module 

Pipelined modules do noteffect the execution time of an operation or the number of cycles a demand graph 

neeels to execute. But it can decrease the minimum number of modules that are necessary to imptement a 

graph. 

A module that can not be pipelined has a latency equal to its cycle delay. The number of timeslots 

intervals a pipelined module can be placed in does not change but the timeslots in which a new operation 

can start on the same module increases. The probability of the timeslot occupation for the timeslots in 

which a new eperation can start should set to 0. For the global view there is no module active in these 

timeslots. This effect can achieved by changing equation 4.1a into: 



i -ASAP(op) + 1 

ALAP (op) - i + 1 
N (op,i) = min LY (op) 

El (op)- CD (op)+ 1 
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for: ASAP (op)~ i < (ALAP (op)- CD (op) + LY (op)) 

N(op,i) = 0 i < ASAP (op) v i~ (ALAP(op)- CD (op)+ LY(op)) 

where: LY (op) is the latency of operation op. 

(4.5) 

Equation 4.1b doesn't change because the number of timeslot intervals is not changed. In figure 4.5 an 
example is given of a pipelined module with latency 1 for the operation op2. In comparison to figure 4.3 
the probability of timeslot 5 is 0 because a new operation can be started on the same module. 
P (op 2,3) = 0.66 because two modulescan be active in timeslot 2. 

Pl-3 I ======~ 
Pl-2 I = = = = = = ~ 

.__ ____ 
1

_P_I-_t ___ 2or-__._l = = =
3
= = = ~ 

4 5 

PROBABILIL TY 0.33 0.66 0.66 0.33 0.00 

Figure 4.5. Timeslot occupation for a pipelined module 

4.6 PREDECESSOR AND SUCCESSOR FORCES 

The force of an attempted scheduling gives the local effect on the concurrency of similar operations. It 
does not take into account the effect on predecessor and successor operations. Assigning an operation to a 
timeslot will often effect the execution interval of linked operations. Scheduling ademand graph section 
with the force as it is defined in chapter 3 will result in a local optima! schedule. To perform global 
scheduling the scheduler must take the effect of an attempted scheduling on prede(suc)cessor operations 
into account. The predecessor or successor force can be defined equally like the self force of an operation 
using equation 3.7. It is not the force of an attempted scheduling but of the force an reduced execution 
interval due to an attempted scheduling of a node. Equation 3.8 changes to: 

{ 
+ P 0 (0p,i) i E r 

M (op,i,r) = P
0
(op,i)- P ,.(op,i) iE r (4.6) 

where: 

- P 0 is the old probability and P,. the new probability of the reduced execution interval. 

- r: the index of the timeslots of the new execution interval. 
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The force of an attempted scheduling is determined by the sum of the selfforce, the predecessor force and 

the successor force of an operation: 

F(op,r) = L { L DF(opts,.,i)}• tJ'(op,i,r) (4.7) 
I.SAP(op) Si <Al.AP(op) op e oprs, 

+ 1: 1: L DF(opts,.,i) • tJ'(op,i,rx) 
op, e op,.. ~.SAP (op, ) S i < A1.AP (op, ) 

+ 1: 1: L DF (opts,.,i) * tJ' (op,i,r1 ) 
op,e op_ ~.SAP (op, ) Si < A1.AP (op, ) 

with: 

- OPpr• : all not scheduled predecessor opemtions of op. 

- rx: the reduced execution interval of OPx• due to the attempted scheduling of op in timeslot mnge r. 

- opswc : all not scheduled successor operations of op. 

- r1 : the reduced executiuon interval of op1 , due to the attempted scheduling of op in timeslot range r. 

The prede(suc)cessors forces are calculated equally like the selfforce of an operation. Inslead of calculating 

the new P,.(op,i) for an attempted scheduling of a node, which will be 1, the change in probability is 

directly set to P0 (op,i)- 1. (instead of P0 (op,i)- P,.(op,i)). 

The prede(suc)cessors forces should be added to the selfforce for each not scheduled node. This will 

result in an order 0 (n 3 ) for the scheduling algorithm because for each node all ilS not scheduled 

predecessors and successors the prede(suc)cessor farces must be added. Two association lislS are made for 

each node . One with all ilS not scheduled predecessors with an asap index that is required if node is 

scheduled in its asap timesloL When the node is scheduled in timeslot asap + 1, the execution interval of 

the linked predecessors will decrease with 1. The second list contains all not scheduled successors with the 

alap index when node is scheduled in ilS asap timesloL For each possible timeslot assignment the 

prede(suc)cessor forces of linked, irnpliciüy rescheduled, predecessors and successors are added. The 

association lists are used todetermine the reduced execution interval of the rescheduled operation. The 

association lists are determined each time the forces are calculated because all scheduled operations do not 

contribute to the forces and not scheduled operations can be rescheduled. 
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5. EXPERIMENT AL RESUL TS 
5.1 TSENG 

A simple example used in this report 10 visualize some steps in the scheduling process was Tseng. The 
algorithmic description in C is given in tigure 2.2. In tigure 2.3 the demand graph constructed from this 
description was presented. The example contains 7 1/0 operations and 8 arithmetic operations. The 110 
operations are fixed in the first and last timeslots and not mentioned further. The or and and operation are 
both mapped on their own module. They are not interesting for the scheduling results because there is only 
one operation using the modules. (There is nothing 10 distribute.) 

In table 5.1 the results of the scheduler are given. When multicycling is not allowed the cycle time 
must be equal 10 the delay of the slowest module (102 ns). This results in a controller with 6 cycles and a 
execution time of 6 · 102 = 612 ns. When multicycling is allowed and a cycle time of 54 ns is choosen and 
8 cycles are used, the tseng example can be implemenled with the sarne number of modules but with a 
execution time of 8 · 54 = 432 ns, which is a speed increase of 40 %. An other possibility is to choose the 
time delay of the fasted module as the cycle time. Then 2 adders and 2 multipliers are necessary with 65 
clock cycles. The execution time becomes 3 · 65 = 195 ns against a double area cost. A second 
disadvantage is that the fini te state controller becomes very large, while it incorporates lots of unnecessary 
waits states. 

T ABLE 5.1. Required modules for all time constraints 

cycle time 102 ns 54ns 32 ns 3 ns 

nr. of cycles 6 7 7 8 11 13 65 

multiplier 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 
ripple adder 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 

These results show that their is a tradeoff between speed and area cost of the design. The effect of the 
scheduler on the fini te state controller is not taking into account 

5.2 WAVE DIGITAL FILTER. 

The second example steams from [Kung85]. lts was also the benchmark on the "AMCIIEEE Worleshop on 
High Level Synthesis" in 1988. The algorithmic specification is given in tigure 5.1. The flow graph 
contains 34 operations nodes and 76 preeedenee constraints. Each iteration of the main loop a value is read 
by GET-node 5 and an output value is generated at PUT-node 48. All other variables are initiated at 0, and 
calculated each iteration 10 be used in the next iteration. In the graphical representation (figure 5.2) of the 
demand graph the main loop is broken and therefore the entry and exit nodes appear twice in the picture. 
For the scheduler the graph section between EX and EN nodes is of most interest. The section contains 34 
adders and 8 multipliers. In the following scheduling example the graph section between the EX and EN 
nodes are scheduled. The EX and EN nodes are the start and ends nodes of the section but they have no 
time delay and are therefore not mentioned further. 
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fifth-order-wave-digital-elliptic-filter 0 
{ 

T2 = T13 = T26 = T33 = 1'38 = T39 = 0; 

whileTRUE 

{ 
read (pl, in); 

x3 = t2+in; x12 = x3+T13; 

x20 = x12 + T26; x32 = 1'33 + 1'39; 

x25 = x20 + x32; 

x19 = x12+x21; 

x9 = xll • xll; 

xlO = x8 + x19; 

x21 = x25 • x25; 

xll = x19 + x12; 

x8 = x9+ x3; 

x7 = x8 + x3; 

x6 = x7 • x7; x4 = x6 + in; 

x5 = x4 + x8; T2 = x5; 

x24 = x25 • x25; x27 = x24 + x32; 

x29 = x27 + x32; x30 = x29 • x29; 

x31 = 1'39 + x30; x22 = x25 + x19; 

x23 = x22 + x27; T26 = x23; 

x15 = xlO + T18; 

x17 = x16+T18; 

x14 = x15 + x17; 

x28 = x27 + x31; 

x36 = x35 • x35; 

T38 = x37; 

T33 = x34; 

x40 = x41 • x41; 

x42 = x40 + x31; 

write(p2,out); 

x16 = x15 • x15; 

T18 = x17; 

T13 = x14; 

x35 = x28 + T38; 

x37 = :x36 + T38; 

x34 = :x35 + x37; 

x41 = 1'39 + x31; 

out = x40; 

1'39 = x42; 

Figure 5.1. Algorithmic specification of a fifth order wave digital filter. 

The initial and final distribution functions of the multiplier and adder modules, to show the effect of 

the load distribution, are given in the figures 5.3 and 5.4 The graph sectionis scheduled in 18 cycles with a 

cycle delay of 102 ns. Both distribution functions, in the example, are not multiplied with the costof the 

module so the distribution values represent the required number of modules. Only in timeslot 8 three adder 

modules are required. It is obvious that when the number of cycles is incremented with one the graph 

section can be implemented with two adders instead of three. The distribution functions can be useful in 

predicting with how many cycles a schedule should be increased to decrease the module requirements. 

The module requirements with the minimum number of cycles to execute the graph for several cycle 

times are given in table 5.2. The used cycle times are the delays of several modules. Choosing other cycle 

times will only increase execution time but not influence hardware requirements because the cycle delay of 
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Figure 5.2. Demand graph of the fifth order wave digital filter. 

the modules is nat changed. When multicycling is oot allowed a cycle time of 104 ns must be chosen. The 
minimum number of cycles is 16 and requires three adders and two multipliers. 
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TABLE 5.2. Modul~ and cycles requirements for wdelf. 

cycle time (ns) 102 54 20 

cycles 16 19 53 

adder 3 3 3 
multipliers 2 3 3 

TABLE 5.3. Module requirements for wdelf 

modules 
cycles 

19 20 21 22 23 

adder 3 3 2 2 2 
multiplier 3 2 2 2 2 

adder 3 3 2 
pipelined 

2 1 1 
multiplier 

CPU (sec) 19 22 34 48 68 

Allowing multicycling and decreasing the cycle time increase the area cost but decreases the 
execution time of the graph section. Anolher tradeoff between execution time and the controller size (e.g. 
the number of cycles) is not examined. The module requirements for one cycle time (54 ns) and several 
cycles are given in table 5.3. A cycle time of 54 ns and a multicycled multiplier increases the minimum 
number of cycles to 19, but decreases the execution time, and requires three adders and three multipliers. 
Increasing the number of cycles decreases the module requirements. With 23 cycles the computed solution 
is not optimal. Only one multiplier and two adders are necessary to imptement the graph section inslead of 
two multipliers determined by the scheduler. The scheduler finds a local optimum. The prede(suc)cessor 
forces should be used to find the optimal schedule. When a pipelined multiplier is available the section can 
be scheduled with the sarne hardware resources in 21 cycles. The computation time does notdepend on the 
type of available modules. If the number of cycles is increased the number of required multiplier modules 
decrease fust. This is the effect of the cost factor of lhe distribution function of the multiplier and because 
there are less multiplier than adders. 

Pipelining lhe graph section will increase the hardware requirements. The hardware resources for 
severallatencies are given in table 5.4. A cycle time of 102 ns is used with the minimum number of cycles 
(16). With a latency of 2 the scheduler was capable of dividing all operations equally over the two timeslot 
sets. When the latency becomes smaller the hardware requirements increase because more timeslots are 
active sirnultaneously. 
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T ABLE 5.4. Modules requirements for wdelf when pipelining. 

module 
latency 

- 8 4 2 

adders 3 5 9 13 
multipliers 2 2 4 4 

The example shows that the module library is of great inftuence for the result of the scheduling. If a 
multicycled multiplier is available the execution time reduction of 34%, for this example, can achieved 
with the same module requirements. The area cost can vary over 50% with different time constraints. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
Severa1 examples have shown that the developed scheduler is capable of solving relatively difficult 
scheduling problems, which are almost impossible to solve manually. The load balancing algoriilim has 
order 0 (n 2 ) and can schedule medium size demand graphs in a minute. The scheduler incorporates 
multicycling of operations and takes advantage of the hardware requirements of mutual exclusive 
operations and pipelined modules. Pipelined graphs are handled properly. Combined wiili a possible 
designer interaction, by setting parameters, it is a powerfut and flexible tooi in the structural syniliesis. 

6.1 RECOMMENDA TI ONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

Chaining of operations in one timeslot is not yet implemented. Incorporating chaining during the asap alap 
scheduling would increase computation time heavily and can fon:e the chaining of prede(suc)cessors of an 
operation that is selected for scheduling. Chaining can increase the hardware requirements because two 
operations in one cycle will each need ilieir own module. Anoilier approach is to determine ü chaining is 
useful after Ûle scheduling is performed. as a post processing of Ûle scheduling result A second possibility 
is to increase the cycle time and to compress severa1 timeslots to a new one and chaining ilie operations. 
The hardware requirements will increase, but ilie execution time will decrease. 

A second item of interest are the prede(suc)cessor forces. A cheap salution should be found Ûlat me 
prede(suc)cessor fon:es can be added wimout increasing the order of Ûle algorithms. The effect of an oilier 
definition of ilie prede(suc)cessor forces could also be examined. 
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APPENDIX A 
DATA STRUCTURE 

All infonnation calculated by the scheduler and allocator is added to the demand graph structure. This 
results in only one data structure withall necessary infonnation attached to it The data structure is made 
of Lisp structs. They can be compared with records in Pascal. Any field of a structure can again be any 
Lisp data structure. The fields are actually pointers to the desired objects. The Lisp structures allow a 
hierarchical data structure. The variabie •current-graph"' contains the prirnary struct DMG. The 
interesting strocts for the scheduling are mentioned below. Fields of struct that are not inleresting are 
marked with " ... " to prevent a larges amount unnecessary field narnes. Fields with an arrow represent again 
a struct The sched -struct will be explained in more detail because it is the main structure used by the 
scheduler. 

Each node has a pointer in the dmg-node struct to the struct lib-operation. Which again points to the 
necessary information as time delay, cycle delay and the operation type sets that can imptement the 
operation. The cycle delay is set each time before the scheduler is run because the cycle delay depends on 
the chosen cycle time. The struct op-sched-info is crealed or updated when a new graph section is 
scheduled. 

The node-set is a list of dmg-node structures for each node. So for each node there is a sched-struct 
with the necessary infonnation for the scheduler. The contents of the scheduling struct is discussed below. 
Scheduling struct: 

asap 

alap 

schedp 

prob 

selffix -factor 

fix-factor 

Inleger index. denoting the first timeslot in which the node can executed. 

Inleger index denoting the timeslot in which the node must have finished its execution. 

Lisp boolean, · when true the node is scheduled in the timeslot inlerval denoted by asap 
and alap index. 

When the cycle delay of the node is 1, prob is an float denoting the probability that the 
node is scheduled in the timeslots of its execution inlerval. With a cycle delay unequal to 

1 the probability is not constant for each timeslot A array with length 
EI (op)- CD (node)+ 1, is used to represem the probabilities for each timeslot The 
ftoating point number at index i is the probability for timeslot i + asap (node). So a 
relative addressing metbod is used to save memory consumption. When the 
probabilities of a node are updated, e.g. the execution interval decrease, only the new 
probabilities are set and the asap(node) and alap(node) are used as addressing pointers 
for the valid probabilities. 

An array of length El (node) - CD (node)+ 1 with ftoats. The number at index. i is the 
selfforce of the atlempted scheduling starring in timeslot i+ asap(node). The 
asap(node) and alap(node) are again the addressing pointers for the valid forces. 

Idem as the selffix-factor but contains the total force when the prede(suc)cessor forces 
are used. 
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exclusive-nodes A list of nodes, with which the node is mutual exclusive. 

nr-out-edges 

nr-in-edges 

Initial the number of out-edges a node bas. When all nodes are processed in a breath first 
order, the nr-out-edges is used to count if all predecessor nodes are processed so that 
node can be processed to. 

Idem as the nr-out-edges, but used for breath first orderstarting trom the end nodes. 

added-probability-indices A list of indices, made only for nodes that are mutual exclusive, that contain the 
indices in the probability array that are added to the distribution functions. 

STRUCT: "DMG" STRUCT: "DMG-NODE" 

- ............ 
nodc:·•t (DMG-NODE) typo 

odp-let ( DMG-EIXlE ) .......... ( DMG-EI>Clt ) 

Jll'O""dure-lilt (PROCEDURE) ... I «~,toa ( DMG-E.DOE ) 

-·lilt aria in 

--lilt -
port-lilt proo: 

typo-lilt pan 

..,,.Jiot " ... _ 
liDI:.·IÏII -

oddlod-at:nlct IIIOdllle-lilt (MODUI..E) 

lllllllbcro limoolot-lill ( TIMI!SLOT ) 

bionn:hy -
limoolot·liot ( TIMI!SLOT) odlo<l--

~liot (MODULE) 

aporali<ID-101-liot (OPERATION·SET} 
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STRUCT: "DMG-EDGE" STRUCT: "LIB-OPERATION" 

·-- op-ocbDcl- iol'o OP-SOIED-INFO 

type .... 
widlh C:CIIIIIIIIllltmty 

doo1 DMG-NODE oaoc:iativiry 

mie DMG-NODE .,.mol 

- llllDCIIIIeo 

-- STRUCT: "LIB-MODULE" 

STRUCT: "SCHEDULE-SlRUCT" ...... 
uop ..-... 
olap ~ OI'I!RA TION -SET 

ocbodp -
prob clolay 

ooi Cfix-Caáar pipcliDod 

fix-Cacta 

STRUCT: "OP-SCHED-INFO" 
apdllr: 

( OI'ERATION-SET) 
uduiYe-oodco 

............... 

•-ia-odpo 

oddocl-probobiiry-illdia:o STRUCT: "OPERA TI ON-SET" 

STRUCT: "TIMESLOT" 

(DMG-NODE) 

lliHaodWe LIB-MODUU! 
(TIMESLOT) 
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APPENDIXB 

In tabel B.l the used modules with their time delay and area consumptions are given. The library is not yet 
implemented with existing modules but is preliminary with module information from some databooks. 
Only the area constraints of the modules are used to ca1culated the weights that are used for ca1culating the 
distribution functions. 

TABLE B.l. Module constraints 

module opera ti ons time delay (ns) area cost 

array multiplier *.I 102 2912 

ripple adder +,- 54 160 

ripple-comp =,<,>,<=,>= 54 160 

and logic and 3 32 

or logic or 3 32 

1/0 get, put 20 32 

register register 5 80 

branch, merge 
entry, exit 

non-existent constant 0 32 
sink, io-sink 

link-in-I, link-in-2 
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